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The Nature of Painting is an editorial project that aims to show 
the different studies of the painter Hugo Fontela in the last de-
cade through two cycles of photographs. The daily life of Figare-
do with the generational distance of Del Moral are approached 
from different perspectives and accompanied by a text by Juan 
Cruz to convey the intensity, the enjoyment and at the same 
time the turbulence of his creative process. Although authors 
such as Guillermo Solana, Juan Manuel Bonet or Enrique Jun-
cosa have dealt with Fontela’s exhibition activity and his parti-
cular cosmos in different publications, The Nature of Painting 
is the first monographic work dedicated to the artist. New York, 
Madrid and Puerto Rico are the settings for these images that 
bring us closer, with nature as the common thread, to his diffe-
rent series and creative moments, which culminate in this spe-
cial numbered edition in which the painter composes a great 
mural and has transferred to each cover the essence of his latest 
aquatic paintings, a metaphor for the title of this book, which 
turns each copy into a unique object.



Hugo Fontela working on the covers of The Nature of Painting. Madrid, January 2021





Hugo Fontela (Grado, Principado de Astu-
rias, 1986) represents with his work, cente-
red around the possibilities of painting as 
a means of expression, one of the establi-
shed figures of his generation in contem-
porary Spanish art. Academically trained 
during his early years in Asturias, as soon 
as he came of age, he moved his residen-
ce to New York, where he would spend a 
decade working influenced by post-war 
art developed in the United States. He 
was interested above all in the work ca-
rried out by artists such as Philip Guston, 
Milton Resnick or Cy Twombly, in a clear 
defense of the validity of painting, which 
would be continued by contemporary au-
thors such as Anselm Kiefer, Miguel Án-
gel Campano or Miquel Barceló. 

Established in the city but inspired by na-
tural scenes that the painter discovered in 
different trips (Florida, Mexico, Rio de Ja-
neiro, Puerto Rico), these would articulate 
his different series, under the influence of 
the more lyrical and stripped-down as-
pect of the landscape. These series deve-
loped by the painter in his first large-for-
mat painting cycles, were somewhat 
contained in his Nowhere Island and The 
River series. In an increasingly broad and 
personal path, these recent series would 
constitute for the painter a return to the 
very origin of painting, and to the natu-
re of his native north as a setting to delve 
into its possibilities, in works that are in 
some cases close to abstraction.
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As a son of Spanish exiles, Jean Marie del Moral 
(Montoire, France, 1952) personifies the meta-
phor of reconciliation as, in the 1970s, he began 
his invaluable work to recover the memory of 
exile through the artists settled in Paris after 
the Spanish Civil War. Fenosa, Viñes, Lobo, 
Clavé, Miró, would open a long list that would 
be expanded in the following decades to na-
mes such as Lichtenstein, Motherwell, Tàpies, 
Chillida, Saura, Campano, Schnabel, Soulages, 
Condo, Katz or Barceló, in a hope of capturing 
artists’ studios as a mental space. His work, 
published by the most prestigious internatio-
nal magazines, has been the subject of many 
publications, which Del Moral has combined 
with his expository work.
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The photographic work of Carmen Figaredo 
(Oviedo, Principado de Asturias, 1988) cons-
titutes, together with collage as a means of 
reinvention of photography itself, a constant 
within the different series in which she has ar-
ticulated her work. Amongst them, we must 
highlight the vast documentation work she 
has carried out in the different Fontela work-
shops for the past ten years. Trained in Madrid 
and New York, after passing through the In-
ternational Center of Photography (ICP) and 
working in the Robert Capa archive, her expe-
rience would lead her to question the work of 
the photographer in the first person to, based 
on given images, build through review, mani-
pulation and questioning, a reflection of the 
role of photography in the 21st century. 

A journalist by training, Juan Cruz (Puerto de 
la Cruz, Tenerife, 1948) contemplates culture 
in its wide spectrum as a place for meeting 
and debate. His work as a writer, cleverly com-
bined with his presence in the newspaper El 
País since its foundation, has led him not only 
to publish numerous essays and stories sin-
ce the 70s, but his literary vocation has made 
him one of the great voices in the publishing 
world, both in Spain and Latin America. His 
manifest interest in investigating the weight 
of memory as a trigger for creation has led 
him to carry out essential interviews with the 
great figures of cinema, literature and the 
arts of the 20th century.
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A bilingual edition (Spanish / English) composed 

of 196 copies numbered from 1 to 196, and 10 au-

thor’s proofs numbered from I to X, all of them 

signed and painted by the artist in his work-

shop, the process of which has been collected in 

a documentary made by La Famosa Productora 

(view video). Presented in a specially designed 

box that guarantees its handling and conserva-

tion, By Publications will put on sale the first 96 

copies (from 101/196 to 196/196) at a special retail 

price of 650 euros (shipping included in Spain 

and Europe), by strict order of reservation.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WM62BoBqru0


Artist’s studio, Madrid, January 2021



The closed format 30 x 38 cm book consists of 176 
pages printed on 200 grams X-PER Extra white 
paper, 4/4 inks. 

The cover is made of 4mm treated wood. Lined 
with Natuur 1010 fabric, and hand painted by the 
artist. 

The copy is delivered in a wooden box, 38 x 47 
x 6 cm, with a methacrylate lid with magnetic 
closure and bracketed on its back, for the 
conservation of the work and so it can be viewed 
perfectly both vertically and horizontally.
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